


※Supply this manual to the customer after the installation is completed.
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Check the Package Contents　　 Detailed figure of bracket parts　　

Installing the bracket  　　

Before the installation, read this manual thoroughly for proper fitting.
・As this product is for indoor use, do not use it outdoors or in the place splashed with water.

・Check that the installation of the bracket makes it level or plumb and that twisting does not occur.

・The use in high temperature/humidity environment is not allowed.
・Do not use for the purpose other than for shelves.

This symbol represents 
the "Prohibited matters".
This symbol represents 
the "Mandatory matters" 
to be performed without fail.

Notice for safety operation after the installation

・Be careful that anyone does not come under the shelf.
・Do not place unstable things on the shelf. It might cause injury or accident.

・Do not sit, climb, lean or apply weight on the shelf.

・Check that the Slotted Panel Bracket is fitted securely to the wall.
・Do not install the shelf board to the places other than the Slotted Panel Bracket.

・Check the quantity of the parts and if any flaws or dents exist.  
      Our company will not be held responsible for the flaws or dents caused after the installation. 

・Check the wall finish to which the Slotted Panel Bracket is fitted (check that it is plumb and even).

Checking before the installation
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Shelving System: Shelf Bracket for Wood VT-DS-X450(800) Installation Manual

If the shelf board is not level, remove the shelf paying attention not to damage the shelf,
 and  adjust screws at B section to make it level.

4.Level Adjustment

Lift the shelf board slowly, pulling it to yourself.  Due to the latch, you cannot move 
the shelf board if you just lift it without pulling it or lift it suddenly. 

5. Removing the shelf board

Fix the shelf board fixing screws using the hexagonal wrench according to the illustration.
 

1. Fixing the shelf board temporarily

Safety notice. <Be sure to observe the following instructions to prevent injury or accident.>

・Before the delivery, the installation supervisor should check the installation result without fail and repair  problems if any.
・Use nonslip gloves when carrying the parts. Be careful to secure enough ventilation when using adhesives.

・For the shelves to be installed, observe the following sizes

: for VT-DS-X800; width 800-900mm, depth 150-300mm, thickness 18-22mm.
・The load bearing is approximately 392N (40kgf) at the center of the shelf board.

: for VT-DS-X450; width 450-600mm, depth 150-300mm, thickness 18-22mm 
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End cap
 (one each for right and left）

Hexagonal wrench

Bracket unit 

VT-DS-X450(800)

　C

NO． Name Q'ty contained Shape

Fixing screw 　D   2
φ4.5×25

A section: 
shelf board fixing screw

B section: 
thickness adjusting screw 
for shelf board

※Adjust the shelf board to be level or slightly up. 

88-90 degree.

To move the shelf, tilt the shelf with both hands as when setting it.

Be sure to set the shelf board with both hands. 

3. Setting the shelf board

Tilt the shelf board and push the projected area into the slotted panel bracket,
then push it downward until the board levels.

2. Fixing the shelf board

Fix the shelf board with the fixing screw according to the illustration. 

D: Fixing screw for shelf board


